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Batman The Flash The Button
Enjoy this great comic from DC’s digital
archive!
Batman takes on a new partner, and itÕsÉthe
Penguin? After rejecting BaneÕs crime-boss
co-op, Cobblepot finds himself in the
crosshairs of some very teed-off villains. The
feathered felon turns to his old foe to snitch
on BaneÕs scheme, but has to prove his
intentions to avoid a Bat-beatdown. Along the
way, this Gotham odd couple begins to
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bondÑcould there be a new bird joining the
Bat-Family? Not if Bane has anything to say
about itÉ
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC
Universe in the most shocking story in DC
history! Presented by master storytellers
Geoff Johns and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday
Clock ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe
will encounter its greatest threat: Dr.
Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from
Manhattan, and the secrets of the past,
present, and future will leave ramifications on
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our heroes' lives forever. NOTHING EVER
REALLY ENDS... The world of Watchmen
collides with the DC Universe in Doomsday
Clock, from Geoff Johns and Gary Frank, the
critically acclaimed team behind Shazam!:
Origins and Batman: Earth One. Seven years
after the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt
has been exposed as the murderer of millions.
Now a fugitive, he has come up with a new
plan to redeem himself in the eyes of the
world. The first step? Finding Dr. Manhattan.
Alongside a new Rorschach and the neverPage 3/48
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before-seen Mime and Marionette, he follows
Manhattan's trail to the DC Universe, which is
on the brink of collapse as international
tensions push the "Doomsday Clock" ever
closer to midnight. Is this all Dr. Manhattan's
doing? Spinning out of Watchmen, DC
Universe: Rebirth, and Batman/The Flash: The
Button, Doomsday Clock rewrites the past,
present, and future of the DC Universe and it
all starts here! Collects Doomsday Clock
#1-12.
After having his face sliced off one year ago,
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the Joker makes his horrifying return to
Gotham City! But even for man who's
committed a lifetime of murder, he's more
dangerous than ever before. The Joker sets his
twisted sights on the members of the BatFamily and attacks them all where it
hurtsãand for Dick Grayson, that means going
after the family he's built up for the past year
at Haly's Circus! Collects NIGHTWING #13-18
and BATMAN #17.
Batman Vol. 3: I Am Bane
Flash Vol. 9: Reckoning of the Forces
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Batman & Flash: Der Button
Batman (2011-) #22
Robin II: Joker's Wild (1991-1991) #1
Early in Batman’s career, the Joker and the
Riddler would seemingly be natural allies. But
each man determined that he and he alone must
be the one to kill the Bat...and either would
sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten to the
punch line. Untold until now, one of the darkest
chapters in Batman’s history sees all of
Gotham’s villains choosing sides in a battle of
wits that soon turns into a full-blown
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war—complete with civilian casualties. In the
War of Jokes and Riddles, only one side can claim
victory...but the scars it leaves will shape
Batman’s future as he makes the most important
decision of his life. From the critically acclaimed,
best-selling creative team of Tom King
(GRAYSON, The Vision) and Mikel Janin (JUSTICE
LEAGUE DARK), the epic graphic tale BATMAN:
THE WAR OF JOKES AND RIDDLES has quickly
embedded itself as one of the great stories in the
Dark Knight’s mythology. Collects issues #25-32.
NOTHING EVER REALLY ENDS. The world of
Watchmen collides with the DC Universe in a
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story that rewrites the past, present, and future
of comics! Doomsday Clock finally gets the
Absolute treatment! Dr. Manhattan, a nearomnipotent being from the Watchmen universe,
has been using his powers to rewrite the DC
Universe--reshaping some heroes' histories,
erasing other heroes altogether, and playingwith
the fates of the good and evil alike. But why?
What does a godlike being from another
worldstand to gain from the DC Universe? The
mystery remains, but now that our heroes know
they're being toyed with,what can they do to
stop it? The clock is ticking... From Geoff Johns,
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Gary Frank, and Brad Anderson, the critically
acclaimed team behind Shazam! and Batman:
Earth One, this collection includes the full
groundbreaking 12-issue miniseries.
"As the Doomsday Clock ticks toward midnight,
the DC Universe will encounter with its greatest
threat: Dr. Manhattan. But nothing is hidden
from Manhattan, and the secrets of the past,
present and future will leave ramifications on our
heroes lives forever. Something is amiss in the
DC Universe. Following the events of DC
Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The
Button, Geoff Johns (Flashpoint, Justice League,
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DC Universe: Rebirth) and Gary Frank (Batman:
Earth One, Shazam!, DC Universe: Rebirth)
reunite to rewrite the past and future of the DC
Universe in a story hailed as a masterpiece!
Seven years after the events of Watchmen,
Adrian Veidt has been exposed as the murderer
of millions. Now a fugitive, he has come up with
a new plan to save his once-adoring world: find
Dr. Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and
the deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in
the DC Universe and finds it on the brink of
collapse. International tensions are running
rampant with The Supermen Theory implicating
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the U.S. government in creating superhumans to
maintain global dominance! But what is Dr.
Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how is
he related to the events of DC Universe: Rebirth
and Batman/The Flash: The Button?"-"The first two volumes of BATMAN as a part of
DC Universe Rebirth are collected here in
hardcover for the first time ever! The Caped
Crusader has never been stopped. Not by the
Joker. Not by Two-Face. Not even by the entire
Justice League. But now, in the wake of DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman must face his most
challenging foe ever--a hero who wants to save
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Gotham...from the Batman! This collection
features the first two paperback volumes of the
series, combined to make a deluxe edition
graphic novel in hardcover for the first time
ever."-Doomsday Clock Part 1
Batman/the Flash: the Button International
Edition
Batman (2016-) #60
Nightwing Vol. 3: Death of the Family (The New
52)
Batman: Night of the Monster Men
Once believed to be dead, Magneto, the X-Men's greatest
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adversary, has instead been hiding, waiting to make a
move against the team that has thwarted his plans again
and again.
For 80 years Wonder Woman has stood as a symbol of
truth, justice and equality to people everywhere! But
Diana's mission to keep peace in Man's World hasn't
always been easy. Follow along in this incredible
collection as the Amazon Warrior fights for justice!
Starting from the first appearance of Wonder Woman
through some of her most incredible battles against foes
like the Cheetah and Ares, this is a can't-miss collection
of Wonder Woman over the years!
Delve into Bruce Wayne's past with the Red Hood Gang
and his run-ins with aspiring District Attorney Harvey
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Dent. 'Zero Year' part 2. Plus, in the backup story, a
secret moment from Bruce's training abroad is revealed
for the first time.
The comics event of 2016, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH
heralds a new era in storytelling for DC Comics. Praised
by critics and fans alike, DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH is a
must-read comic that sets the stage for the future of the
DC Universe. Wally West is trapped out of time and
space, lost in the recesses of dimensional bleed due to
the Flashpoint caused by his mentor, Barry Allen. Drifting
in this nothingness, only Wally—the man once known as
Kid Flash and then the Flash—can see the mystery
pervading the universe. Who has stolen 10 years? Wally
must now return to Earth and the loved ones who have
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always acted as his lightning rod, but no matter who he
contacts, he slips further and further away, closer to
nothingness. The fate of the universe depends on Wally
West’s REBIRTH… The story that began one of the most
critically acclaimed launches of all time is here in DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION. Written by #1
New York Times best-selling author Geoff Johns
(JUSTICE LEAGUE) with art from four of the industry’s
greatest talents in Ivan Reis (AQUAMAN), Gary Frank
(BATMAN: EARTH ONE), Ethan Van Sciver (GREEN
LANTERN: REBIRTH) and Phil Jimenez (INFINITE
CRISIS), this new hardcover edition features a story with
ramifications that will reverberate through the DC
Universe for years to come!
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Doomsday Clock: The Complete Collection
Batman/The Flash: The Button International Version
Earth Day
Batman/The Flash

THE RISE OF GOTHAM Part of the most critically
acclaimed, best-selling, all-new line of volume
one graphic novels, DC Universe Rebirth! He is
Gotham City’s hero, its Dark Knight, its greatest
protector. He is Batman. And he is not alone.
There are two new heroes in town-a pair of
masked metahumans with the powers of
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Superman and a devotion to preserving all that is
good about this twisted city. Calling themselves
Gotham and Gotham Girl, they’ve saved
Batman’s life, fought by his side and learned
from his example. But what happens if Gotham’s
new guardians go bad? What if they blame the
Dark Knight for the darkness that threatens to
drown their city? When sinister forces are
unleashed that can warp the minds of men and
make heroes into monsters, the time will come
for Batman and his allies to decide once and for
all: Is Gotham a force for good…or an engine of
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evil? From the blockbuster DC Universe Rebirth
event comes BATMAN VOL. 1: I AM GOTHAM-the
beginning of an all-new saga in the life of the
Dark Knight from superstars Tom King
(GRAYSON) and David Finch (WONDER
WOMAN), featuring an all-star cast of creators
such as Scott Snyder (BATMAN: THE COURT OF
OWLS), Ivan Reis (JUSTICE LEAGUE) and Mikel
Janín (JUSTICE LEAGUE DARK)! This great
starting-point graphic novel collects BATMAN:
REBIRTH #1 and BATMAN #1-6.
"Originally published in single magazine form in
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Wonder Woman: Donny Troy 1, Wonder Woman
137, 165-188, Wonder Woman secret files and
origins 2-3, Wonder Woman: our worlds at war 1,
Teen Titans/Outsiders secret files 2003, DC
special: the return of Donna Troy 1-4, Wonder
Woman 600, Sensation Comics featruing Wonder
Woman 1, Wonder Woman 39, Wonder Woman
75th anniversary special 1"--Copyright page.
"Batman created by Bob Kane with Bill Finger"
The road to Doomsday Clock begins here. As
Batman and the Flash uncover a mystery that
threatens to tear the DC Universe apart,one thing
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is clear: The end is here. During the
unforgettable events of DC Universe: Rebirth,
Batman finds a mystery he can't even begin to
solve--a strange bloodstained smiley-face button
embedded in the Batcave wall. All analysis
suggests the button is not of this universe...so
where did it come from? And who left it here?
These are questions only the Flash can help
answer. When the button is stolen by ReverseFlash, Batman and Flash follow his trail to a
parallel world, a twisted alternate timeline that
shouldn't exist. Someone is sending the heroes
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on a bizarre trip through reality, showing them
glimpses of fallen loved ones and forgotten
friends--but who? Wally West warned the Flash
of an unseen force influencing our
world--distorting histories, pulling the strings,
watching all--and the strange yellow button
could be the key to finding it. Featuring the allstar creative team of writers Joshua Williamson
and Tom King alongside top-tier artists Jason
Fabok and Howard Porter, Batman/The Flash:
The Button collects Batman #21-22 and The
Flash #21-22.
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The Justice Society Returns!
The Button Deluxe Edition
Batman
Flash: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 1
(Rebirth)
Rorschach

Earth Day celebrates our beautiful planet and calls us
to act on its behalf. Some people spend the day
planting flowers or trees. Others organize
neighborhood clean-ups, go on nature walks, or make
recycled crafts. Readers will discover how a shared
holiday can have multiple traditions and be
celebrated in all sorts of ways.
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It all begins here. Do not skip to the last page. Do not
let a friend or message board ruin this comic for you.
The future (and past) of the DC Universe starts here.
Don't say we didn't warn you! THEY SAID IT: 'Rebirth
is about focusing in on the core of the character and
their respective universe,' says writer and DC
Entertainment Chief Creative Officer Geoff Johns. 'It
brings back what has been lost: the legacy of the
characters, the love and the hope of the DCU!'
“AFTERMATH!" Gotham City is at peace…but a war is
coming. Armed with the terrifying knowledge gained
from the mysterious button, Batman prepares for the
coming storm by making a proposition to one of his
enemies—one that will change everything for the
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Dark Knight and his allies!
ItÕs the long-awaited throw-down with the most
colorful Rogues Gallery in comics, from the
acclaimed creative team of Joshua Williamson and
Carmine Di Giandomenico, in THE FLASH VOL. 3:
ROGUES RELOADED! Captain Cold. Mirror Master.
Golden Glider. Weather Wizard. Heat Wave. TheyÕre
five of Central CityÕs most wanted. TheyÕre the
FlashÕs greatest enemies. TheyÕre the RoguesÉand
theyÕve gone quiet. Too quiet. The moment the Flash
starts investigating their disappearance, their plan
clicks into place. ItÕs a deadly cat-and-mouse game
that will have the Fastest Man Alive on the run across
the globeÑand close to home. Is the Scarlet
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Speedster fast enough to stop five diabolical crimes?
Even if he is, can he and Wally WestÑKid
FlashÑsurvive the secrets they uncover about
WallyÕs father, the Reverse-Flash, and the last man
to see him aliveÉRogue veteran turned Suicide Squad
recruit Captain Boomerang? Collects THE FLASH
#14-20.
Batman/Flash the Button
Batman/Flash: The Button Deluxe Edition
Batman Vol. 1: I Am Gotham
Wonder Woman: 80 Years of the Amazon Warrior the
Deluxe Edition
Flashpoint
Superstar artist David Finch (WONDER WOMAN)
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completes his run on the Dark Knight in
BATMAN VOL. 3: I AM BANE, the stunning new
chapter in writer Tom KingÕs (THE SHERIFF OF
BABYLON) wildly acclaimed Batman saga. He is
not a joke. He is not a riddle. He is not a
bird or a cat or a penguin, not a scarecrow
or a plant or a puppet. He is not a fairy
tale or a circus act, a broken friend or a
regretful mentor. He is no rich boy
pretending to be a knight. He is Bane. The
Batman invaded his home, scarred his mind and
broke his back. Now Bane has returned to
Gotham City for a single purpose: break the
Batman once and for all. But first, heÕll
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destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever
lovedÉor loathed. The young heroes whoÕve
worn the mantle of Robin. The cops, crimefighters and vigilantes who make up BatmanÕs
army of allies. Even the madmen and monsters
that haunt the halls of Arkham Asylum. Batman
will need all of their helpÑand moreÑto fend
off this unstoppable challenger. Because both
Bane and Batman know one thing: only one of
them will walk away from their final
confrontation unbrokenÉ Collects stories from
BATMAN #16-20, 23-24 and BATMAN ANNUAL #1.
The world of Watchmen collides with the DC
Universe in the most shocking story in DC
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history! Written by master storytellers Geoff
Johns and Gary Frank--As the Doomsday Clock
ticks toward midnight, the DC Universe will
encounter with its greatest threat: Dr.
Manhattan. But nothing is hidden from
Manhattan, and the secrets of the past,
present and future will leave ramifications
on our heroes lives forever. Something is
amiss in the DC Universe. Following the
events of DC Universe: Rebirth and Batman/The
Flash: The Button, Geoff Johns (Flashpoint,
Justice League, DC Universe: Rebirth) and
Gary Frank (Batman: Earth One, Shazam!, DC
Universe: Rebirth) reunite to rewrite the
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past and future of the DC Universe in a story
hailed as a masterpiece! Seven years after
the events of Watchmen, Adrian Veidt has been
exposed as the murderer of millions. Now a
fugitive, he has come up with a new plan to
save his once-adoring world: find Dr.
Manhattan. Alongside a new Rorschach and the
deadly Mime and Marionette, he arrives in the
DC Universe and finds it on the brink of
collapse. International tensions are running
rampant with The Supermen Theory implicating
the U.S. government in creating superhumans
to maintain global dominance! But what is Dr.
Manhattan doing in the DC Universe? And how
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is he related to the events of DC Universe:
Rebirth and Batman/The Flash: The Button?
Collects Doomsday Clock #1-6
The Flash is on the run as “The Flash Age”
continues! Paradox accomplished his mission
to make everyone see the Flash as a monsterand now Flash and the Reverse-Flash are
trapped in a 25th century Central City that
hates the Flash family and legacy. Now a
wanted man, Flash must turn to an unexpected
place to get help to return to his own time!
Batman/Flash the Button
Flash Vol. 3: Rogues Reloaded
Batman (2016-) #24
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DC Universe: Rebirth (2016) #1
The Flash (2016-) #754
Justice (2005-2007) #6
The cataclysmic events of DC UNIVERSE- REBIRTH #1
continue here! The Dark Knight and the Fastest Man Alive,
the two greatest detectives on any world, unite to explore the
mystery behind a certain blood-stained smiley button
embedded in the Batcave wall. What starts as a simple
investigation turns deadly when the secrets of the button
prove irresistible to an unwelcome third party-and it's not who
anyone suspects! It's a mystery woven through time, and the
ticking clock starts here! Written by breakout stars Tom King
and Joshua Willamson, with art by Jason Fabok (JUSTICE
LEAGUE) and Howard Porter (SUPERMAN), this crossover is
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one of the most-talked about events in all of comics. This
deluxe edition graphic novel features a lenticular cover and
collects BATMAN #21-22 and THE FLASH #21-22.
The first Batman crossover of DC Rebirth is here in BATMAN:
NIGHT OF THE MONSTER MEN! It s the storm of the
century, and it s headed straight for Gotham City. The
guardians of this sprawling urban center-Nightwing,
Batwoman and the Batman himself-think they ve prepared
for the worst. They have no idea. Thanks to the machinations
of the macabre scientist Dr. Hugo Strange, the storm has
unleashed a rain of monsters upon the city. Colossal
creatures are stomping through the streets, terrorizing the
citizens and challenging the skills of even Gotham s greatest
heroes. Can the Dark Knight and his allies stem the tide of
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destruction? Or will the Night of the Monster Men mark the fall
of the Bat? Find out in BATMAN: NIGHT OF THE MONSTER
MEN, the first crossover of the DC Rebirth era from the
creative team of Steve Orlando (MIDNIGHTER), Tom King
(BATMAN), Tim Seeley (BATMAN ETERNAL), James Tynion
IV (DETECTIVE COMICS), Riley Rossmo (CONSTANTINE:
THE HELLBLAZER), Roge Antonio (BATGIRL AND THE
BIRDS OF PREY) and Andy MacDonald (THE NEW 52:
FUTURES END). This epic of horror and heroism collects
BATMAN #7-8, NIGHTWING #5-6 and DETECTIVE COMICS
#941-942.
The creative team of Joshua Williamson and artists Carmine
Di Giandomenico and Neil Googe proudly present THE
FLASH: THE REBIRTH COLLECTION DELUXE EDITION
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BOOK ONE! Exploding from the pages of the blockbuster DC
Universe Rebirth event, this hardcover collects the first two
paperback volumes of the acclaimed series together in one
volume for the first time! The Speed Force that fuels the
incredible powers he uses as the Flash has been unleashed
upon the unsuspecting citizens of Central City, creating an
entire army of speedsters. Even if the Flash trains a new
team of metahuman crime-fighters a true speed
force
will it be enough to combat criminals who have the
same godlike powers? Plus, when Kid Flash decides to prove
his abilities to Barry by investigating reports of a strange
creature made of shadows in downtown Central City, he finds
himself in a whole world of trouble...literally! Suddenly, Flash,
Kid Flash and Iris West all become trapped in the
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Shadowlands of Flash s old nemesis turned ally the
Shade only the Shade is no longer in control of his own
shadows. Includes THE FLASH: REBIRTH #1 and THE
FLASH #1-13!
Things look bad for the Justice League as the villains-turnedbenefactors ascend in the public eye, while the most powerful
League members are conveniently out of the way!
DC Universe: Rebirth Deluxe Edition
Batman (2016-) #21
Batman Vol. 4: The War of Jokes and Riddles
Flash: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2
The Button

The fate of the DC Universe is decided in a
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confrontation between Superman and Dr.
Manhattan in this concluding hardcover
collecting Doomsday Clock #7-12! With the
Earth teetering on the brink of an
international super-war, Black Adam and his
followers make their move! And while our
heroes are busy elsewhere, Dr. Manhattan
has set his endgame into motion. The
Doomsday Clock continues to tick toward
midnight with the fate of the Multiverse
hanging in the balance.
The superheroes that make up the Justice
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Society of America take on the disciples of a
mad god named Stalker, who is out to
eliminate war by ending life itself.
Not a dream, not an imaginary story, not an
elseworld. This is Flash Fact: When Barry
Allen wakes at his desk, he discovers the
world has changed. Family is alive, loved
ones are strangers and close friends are
different, gone or worse. It's a world on the
brink of a cataclysmic war--but where are
Earth's Greatest Heroes to stop it? It's a
place where America's last hope is Cyborg,
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who intends to gather the forces of the
Outsider, the Secret 7, Shazam, Citizen Cold
and other new and familiar—yet
altered--faces! It's a world that could be
running out of time, if the Flash can't find the
villain who altered the timeline! Collects
FLASHPOINT #1-5.
Central City is quiet. Too quiet. The colorful
criminals who make up the Flash’s legendary
Rogues GalleryCaptain Cold, Mirror Master,
Weather Wizard and Heat Waveare nowhere
to be found. But the Fastest Man Alive still
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can’t slow down for a second, because each
step he takes toward tracking them down
leads him deeper into their deadly trap. And
behind it all, an even darker presence looms.
A darkness so great that not even the span of
centuries can keep it from returning again
and again to destroy the lives of Barry Allen
and everyone he cares about. A darkness
named Eobard Thawne…the ReverseFlash. To
defeat his nemesis, Barry must count on his
best friend, Green Lantern; his old foe,
Captain Boomerang; the love of his life, Iris
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West; and his estranged partner, Kid Flash.
With all his greatest enemies arrayed against
him, has the Flash run out of time at last?
Find out in The Flash: The Rebirth Deluxe
Edition Book 2, the second hardcover
collection of the smashhit run by writer
Joshua Williamson and artists including
Carmine Di Giandomenico and Howard
Porter. Collects issues #14-27.
Planet X
New X-Men by Grant Morrison Vol. 6
Wonder Woman by Phil Jimenez Omnibus
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Doomsday Clock Part 2
Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe Edition Book 2
It’s been 35 years since Ozymandias dropped a giant
interdimensional squid on New York City, killing thousands
and destroying the public’s trust in heroes once and for all. And
since that time, one figure in a fedora, mask, and trench coat
has become a divisive cultural icon. So, what does it mean when
Rorschach reappears as a gunman trying to assassinate a
candidate running against President Redford? Who is the man
behind the mask, and why is he acting this way? Now it’s up to
one detective to uncover the identity of this would-be killer and
expose a web of conspiracies that will change the world forever.
Collects Rorschach #1-12.
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“THE BUTTON” part one! The cataclysmic events of DC
UNIVERSE: REBIRTH #1 continue here! The Dark Knight
and The Fastest Man Alive, the two greatest detectives on any
world, unite to explore the mystery behind a certain bloodstained smiley button embedded in the Batcave wall. What
starts as a simple investigation turns deadly when the secrets of
the button prove irresistible to an unwelcome third party—and
it’s not who anyone suspects! It’s a mystery woven through
time, and the ticking clock starts here!
Superman is reborn, as acclaimed creators Peter J. Tomasi
(SUPER SONS), Dan Jurgens (THE DEATH OF
SUPERMAN), Patrick Gleason (BATMAN AND ROBIN) and
Doug Mahnke (SUPERMAN/WONDER WOMAN) present the
first major Superman crossover of the DC Rebirth era in
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SUPERMAN REBORN. Everything is perfect for Superman.
He has a loving wife, a son he loves more than anything in the
world and heÕs once again EarthÕs greatest hero. But thereÕs
still one piece of the puzzle that doesnÕt quite fit: Who is the
man whoÕs calling himself Clark KentÉwho as far as anyone
can tell is Clark Kent? Finally, itÕs time for the mystery to be
solved. Whoever the fake Clark is, his identity is starting to
unravelÉand with it, so is SupermanÕs reality. The life he
shared with Lois is disappearing before his eyes, including the
most precious thing of allÑtheir son, Jon. Now, to save his son,
Superman must face one of his deadliest enemies and discover a
secret with grave implications for the entire DC Universe: not
just who Clark Kent is, but who Superman himself truly is.
Collects ACTION COMICS #973-976 and SUPERMAN #18-19.
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In these stories from THE FLASH #52-57, Barry Allen races to
the House of Heroes at the center of the Multiverse to meet with
the Flashes of 52 worlds for info on the new forces heÕs
recently encountered. Meanwhile, in Central City, TricksterÕs
turning informant against Warden Wolfe, but that brings about
a sneak attack that Barry and the time-lost Commander Cold
must team up to stopÑif they can quit butting heads long
enough to do so.
Absolute Doomsday Clock
Superman Reborn
The road to DOOMSDAY CLOCK begins here. During the
unforgettable events of DC UNIVERSE: REBIRTH, Batman
found a mystery he canÕt even begin to solveÑa strange
bloodstained smiley-face button embedded in the Batcave wall. All
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analysis suggests the button is not of this universe...so where did it
come from? And who left it here? These are questions only the
Flash can help answer. When the button is stolen by ReverseFlash, Batman and Flash follow his trail to a parallel world, a
twisted alternate timeline that shouldnÕt exist. Someone is
sending the heroes on a bizarre trip through reality, showing them
glimpses of fallen loved ones and forgotten friendsÑbut who?
Wally West warned the Flash of an unseen force influencing our
worldÑdistorting histories, pulling the strings, watching allÑand
the strange yellow button could be the key to finding it. Featuring
the all-star creative team of writers Joshua Williamson and Tom
King alongside top-tier artists Jason Fabok and Howard Porter,
BATMAN/THE FLASH: THE BUTTON collects BATMAN
#21-22 and THE FLASH #21-22. The road to DOOMSDAY
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CLOCK begins here!
The cataclysmic events of DC Universe- Rebirth #1 continue here!
The Dark Knight and the Fastest Man Alive, the two greatest
detectives on any world, unite to explore the mystery behind a
certain blood-stained smiley button embedded in the Batcave wall.
The acclaimed creative team of Tom King, David Finch and Mikel
Jan’n takes things to a new level as Batman brings the pain to his
international opponent, Bane, in Batman: The Rebirth Deluxe
Edition Book 2. The Dark Knight has invaded his home, scarred
his mind and broken his back. Now Bane has returned to Gotham
City for a single purpose: eliminate the Batman once and for all.
But first heÕll destroy everyone the Dark Knight has ever
lovedÉor loathed. In the wake of this battle, the Batman makes
Catwoman an offer that leaves her absolutely speechless. As she
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considers her answer, the Dark Knight tells her of a secret war
from early in his career. It was a time when The Joker and the
Riddler would seemingly be natural allies, but each man
determined that he and he alone must be the one to kill the
Bat...and either would sooner burn down Gotham than be beaten
to the punch line. All of GothamÕs villains were forced to choose
sides in this stunning battle of wits that quickly escalated into a
full-blown warÑcomplete with civilian casualties. In this ÒWar of
Jokes and Riddles,Ó only one side could claim victory...but the
scars it left shaped BatmanÕs future. Written by Tom King
(Mister Miracle, The Vision) with art by David Finch (Wonder
Woman), Mikel Jan’n (Grayson), Jason Fabok (Justice League),
Mitch Gerads (The Sheriff of Babylon), Clay Mann (Action
Comics) and more, this latest Rebirth Deluxe Edition features two
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of the most critically acclaimed arcs in modern comics in
hardcover for the first time. Collects Batman #16-32 and Annual
#1.
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